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I recently wrote about a coming ad blitz from Gov. Murphy’s reelection campaign, which maxed out the $7.3 million it’s allowed to raise in the matching fund program for the primary but has so far not ...
Murphy's coming ad blitz
This course presents a brief ... of justice will be specifically adressed. This course provides an introduction to the principles of administration, including planning, budgeting, grantsmanship, and ...
Criminology & Justice Studies Course Listing
The World Affairs Council of Greater Reading has these free online programs scheduled: May 12, noon: "Arab-Israeli Relations," with Joseph Braude, founder and president of the Center for Peace ...
Know how to sharpen your knowledge of world affairs this month? With the World Affairs Council of Greater Reading
Justice N.V. Ramana, who has also faced controversy after Andhra CM Y.S. Jaganmohan Reddy accused him of influencing judges of the state HC, has taken over as the 48th CJI.
Justice N.V. Ramana — the humble SC judge who brought CJI office under RTI Act
I make no brief ... its introduction was an obvious effort to prejudice the jury by focusing its attention on the life of the victim and not on the defendant's conduct, which is what a criminal ...
Letters: Chauvin trial unsettling, undermined understanding of justice system
To understand that, let’s take a brief look at how the Senate confirmation ... who is actively working to advance Joe Biden’s criminal justice reform agenda will come at the cost of delays ...
The Rules Dems Could Change To Keep The Tom Cottons Of The Senate From Delaying Biden Noms’ Confirmations
Discussions that took place between the foreign ministers of the Group of Seven in London over the past two days revealed some change in the position of the United States and its allies regarding the ...
Why Did the G7 Refuse to Criticize 'Normalization' With Damascus?
An eighth Minnesota House committee on Thursday approved a bill to legalize marijuana in the state. This time, the House Education Finance Committee cleared the legislation by a vote of 8-6. The ...
Minnesota Marijuana Legalization Bill Clears Eighth Committee On Route To The House Floor
The Florida Supreme Court has dealt a critical blow to marijuana activists working to legalize marijuana in the state—killing an initiative that hundreds of thousands of voters have already signed and ...
Florida Supreme Court Kills 2022 Marijuana Legalization Initiative That Hundreds Of Thousands Had Signed
Despite this, he continued to the jail and booked Mglej for obstruction of justice ... brief, Mglej argued that the question Gardner posed is not worth the high court's attention and that the ...
High Court Won't Hear Cop's Qualified Immunity Appeal
DNA database of criminals, detainees being prepared to further streamline investigations Sharjah: The Forensics Department at Sharjah Police has seen an expansion in recent times with the introduction ...
From gene scanner to electron microscope, Sharjah forensics lab fully equipped to solve rarest of rare crimes
The defendant in the criminal case at issue — Tia Pugh, 22 — took part in racial justice protests in Mobile ... have acknowledged that their brief relied in large part on one prepared by ...
Alabama woman’s case becomes test of federal anti-riot law
Referred to as “Woman F” during Salmond’s criminal trial, she received an apology from him for inappropriate behaviour in 2013 ...
Alex Salmond accuser 'incapacitated by depression' after his political return
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
GENERAL, GODFRED YEBOAH DAME AT 16TH EDITION OF “RE AKOTO” MEMORIAL LECTURES GREAT HALL KWAME NKRUMAH UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DATE: 28TH APRIL, 2021 ...
FULL TEXT: Attorney-General Godfred Dame's remarks at RE Akoto Memorial Lecture
This violates New York precedent, the brief argues, which prohibits the introduction of uncharged crimes for ... "misinformation," the lawyers' statement argues. "The American criminal justice system ...
Harvey Weinstein appeals 'unconstitutional' NY sex-crime conviction, requests new trial
President Ram Nath Kovind formally administered the oath of office and secrecy to Ramana at a brief event ... massive pendency. Justice Ramana, known for his progressive views, is currently heading a ...
Nuthalapati Venkata Ramana sworn in as 48th Chief Justice of India
A brief, one-and-a-half-page response claimed ... occupied a unique role in the plague that followed. “The introduction and marketing of Oxycontin explain a substantial share of the overdose ...
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